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Why Buy the All-New Terra™?

An expansive
automotive-dash and
windshield highlight
a full-featured driver’s
compartment. After
reaching your destination,
recline in the front
captain’s chairs while
you enjoy TERRA’s
standard AM/FM stereo
with CD player and dash
mounted 19" color TV.

Key Exterior Features:
1. Wide-Body Construction
2. Large Lighted Pass-Through
Luggage Compartment
3. Two Inch Steel Framed/Insulated
Vacubond Floor
4. Automotive Undercoating
5. Available Digital Satellite Dish (optional)

Interior photography features
Model 31H shown in Rainforest Green

Key Interior Features:
1. Standard In-Dash AM/FM/
Compact Disc Player
2. Standard Microwave with
Integrated Light and Fan
3. Residential Raised Panel
Lavatory Door
4. Solid Wood Raised Panel
Cabinet Doors
5. Standard Air Conditioning

Contemporary wood cabinetry sets
off the spacious galley with standard
features which include a microwave
with built-in range hood and light,
6 cubic-foot double-door Dometic®
refrigerator, three-burner range
and large double sink.

TERRA’s wide-body construction offers
a generous 96" of interior width. The
residential style bathroom door adds
to the contemporary styling and a
comfortable dinette is waiting for
you and your home-cooked meals.

Why is Fleetwood the number one
RV manufacturer in the world today?
Stand back and look at the all-new TERRA, for example.
From its aerodynamic wide-body styling, to its impeccable
quality and standard features, no other Class A motor
home on the road offers as much value for the money.

TERRA’S contemporary exterior and interior design,
materials and extras are exclusive only to Fleetwood.
And of course, it has a warranty program and country-wide
dealer support network that’s second to none.

Don’t just take our word for it. Compare TERRA to the
competition! You’ll find Fleetwood’s world-renowned
quality construction in critical areas such as roof and
floor construction. TERRA has plenty of storage space,
standard features and towing capability.

Why is Fleetwood the number one RV manufacturer
in the world today? Because we don’t follow trends,
we set standards. And there’s a new standard in affordable
Class A motor homes: The all-new TERRA.
It’s just what you’ve been looking for.
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Interior and Exterior Colors
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Living Room Feature
Living Room Upholstery
Bedroom Feature
Drapery

Wood Selection

Exterior Color

Featherstone Grey
Living Room Feature
Living Room Upholstery
Bedroom Feature
Drapery

Wood Selection

Exterior Color

Exterior photography features Terra Model 26Y.

FLEETWOOD RV —
WE MAKE DREAMS COME TRUE
For over 50 years, we at Fleetwood have
understood that people love the freedom
and independence an RV provides. As a pioneer
in the RV industry, Fleetwood is synonymous
with outdoor recreation, and over the last
half-century, we’ve grown to become the largest
manufacturer of recreational vehicles in the
world. This growth was inspired by the simple
credo of Fleetwood’s founder—to build great
value into practical products that work hard for
the consumer—a philosophy fully embraced by
every Fleetwood associate to this day.
Go to any campground, state park or auto
race and chances are that there will be more
Fleetwood RVs present than units from any
other manufacturer. Over two million vacations a
year are taken in Fleetwood RVs, vacations that
represent the dreams of RV owners. That’s a great
number of dreams to live up to. Yet, year after
year, Fleetwood comes through.
That’s why we remain the number one RV
manufacturer in the world—we make the dreams
of our customers come true.

The World’s #1 RV Manufacturer

Your local Fleetwood RV dealer is:

www.fleetwoodrv.com
Visit our website to find a dealer near you or learn more
about other Fleetwood products. Or call 1-800-444-4905.
FOR CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE, call toll free 24 hours a
day at 1-800-322-8216, visit our website, or you may
write to Fleetwood Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 7638,
Riverside, CA 92513-7638.
IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ: Product information,
photography and illustrations included in this publication
were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For
further product information and changes, please visit
our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your
local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and
specifications are subject to change without notice. All
weights, fuel, liquid capacities and dimensions are
approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational
vehicles to provide a variety of uses for its customers.
Each vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage
and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting
the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants,
equipment, fluids, cargo, etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s
capacities are not exceeded.
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